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Abstract. By introducing a new concept called “set-valued asymptotic contraction of final type”
in metric spaces, the existence and uniqueness of compact fixed sets for such mappings have been
obtained. Furthermore, by adding additional conditions, we prove the existence and uniqueness
of endpoints for these maps.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
In 2003, Kirk [8] introduced the notion of asymptotic contraction on metric spaces
and proved a fixed point theorem for such contractions. Later on, Suzuki [11] intro-
duced the notion of asymptotic contraction of Meir-Keeler and extended Kirk’s fixed
point theorem. Recently, Suzuki [12] introduced the concept of asymptotic contrac-
tion of final type for single valued mappings and proved the following result.
Theorem 1 (Suzuki [12]). Let .X;d/ be a complete metric space and let T be
a continuous mapping on X . Assume that T is asymptotic contraction of final type
(ACF, for short), i.e., the following contractions hold:
(C1) limı!C0 supflimsupn!1d.T n.x/;T n.y// W d.x;y/ < ıg D 0.
(C2) For each " > 0, there exists ı > 0 such that for x;y 2 X with " < d.x;y/ <
"C ı, there exists  2N such that d.T .x/;T .y// ".
(C3) For x;y 2X with x ¤ y, there exists  2N such that
d.T .x/;T .y// < d.x;y/:
(C4) For x 2X and " > 0, there exist ı > 0 and  2N such that
 < d.T i .x/;T j .x// < C ı implies d.T  ıT i .x/;T  ıT j .x// 
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for all i;j 2N.
Then T has a unique fixed point ´ 2 X . Moreover, limnT n.x/D ´ holds for every
x 2X .
Suzuki also mentioned that this result is the final generalization in some senses.
In recent years, many authors have studied the existence and uniqueness of fixed
sets and endpoints for set-valued maps in metric spaces and topological spaces; see
[1–7, 9, 10, 13–18] and references therein. Recently Fakhar [6] extended the Kirk’s
asymptotic contraction to set-valued maps and proved the existence and uniqueness
of endpoints for those contractions which have the approximate endpoint property.
Here, we introduce the notion of set-valued asymptotic contraction of final type in
metric spaces and the existence and uniqueness of compact fixed set of these contrac-
tions are proved. Then, by using this result, we prove the existence and uniqueness
of endpoint for such mappings which are topological contraction or they have the
approximate endpoint property.
Let us introduce some definitions and facts which will be used in the sequel. Let
X be a nonempty set and T WX ! 2X be a set-valued map with nonempty values. A
subsetA ofX is said to be a fixed set of T , if T .A/DA. We denote the set of all fixed
set of T with F ix.T /. An element x 2X is said to be an endpoint (or stationary point
or strict fixed point) of T , if T .x/ D fxg. The set of all endpoints of T is denoted
by End.T /. Suppose that X is a topological space, a set-valued map T W X ! 2X
is said to be a topological contraction if for every nonempty compact subset A of X
with T .A/ D A, A is singleton, i.e., A is an endpoint of T . Let .X;d/ be a metric
space and CB.X/ and K.X/ denote the family of all nonempty closed and bounded
subset of X and the family of all nonempty compact subset of X respectively. Then
the Hausdorff metric on CB.X/ is given by
H.A;B/Dmaxfe.A;B/;e.B;A/g
where
e.A;B/ D sup
a2A
d.a;B/;e.B;A/ D sup
b2B
d.b;A/ and d.a;B/ D inf
b2B
d.a;b/:
It is well known that if .X;d/ is a complete metric space, then the pair .K.X/;H/
is a complete generalized metric space. We say that a set-valued map T on a metric
space X has the approximate endpoint property if
inf
x2X supy2Tx
d.x;y/D 0:
2. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we assume that .X;d/ is a metric space. In the first step we in-
troduce the set-valued asymptotic contraction of the final type in metric spaces as
follows.
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Definition 1. A set-valued map T W X ! CB.X/ is said to be set-valued asymp-
totic contraction of final type, if the following conditions hold:
(D1) limı!0C supflimsupn!1H.T n.x/;T n.y// W d.x;y/ < ıg D 0.
(D2) For each " > 0, there exists ı > 0 such that for x;y 2X with d.x;y/ < "Cı,
there exists  2N such that H.T .x/;T .y// < ".
(D3) For x 2X and " > 0, there exist ı > 0 and  2N such that
H.T i .x/;T j .x// < "C ı implies H.T  ıT i .x/;T  ıT j .x// < "
for all i;j 2N.
It’s easy to see that, if limn!1H.T n.x/;T n.y// D 0 for every x;y 2 X and
fT n.x/g is a Cauchy sequence respect to Hausdorff metric, then T is set-valued
asymptotic contraction of final type. According to this fact we give the following
example of a set-valued asymptotic contraction of final type as follows.
Example 1. Let X D R and T WX ! 2X be defined as follows:
T .x/D
8ˆˆˆ<ˆ
ˆˆ:
f0g x < 0;
Œ1;2  x
2
 0 x < 1;
f3g 1 x  2;
Œ3;4 x > 2.
Since T n.x/D Œ3;4 for x 2X and n 4. Therefore,
limn!1H.T n.x/;T n.y//D 0
for every x;y 2 X and fT n.x/g is a Cauchy sequence respect to Hausdorff metric,
then T is asymptotic contraction of final type.
Definition 2 ([6]). A set-valued map T W X ! CB.X/ is said to be a set-valued
Kirk’s asymptotic contraction, if there exists a continuous function ' from Œ0;1/ into
itself and a sequence 'n of functions from Œ0;1/ into itself satisfying the following:
(A1) '.0/D 0:
(A2) '.r/ < r for r 2 .0;1/
(A3) f'ng is uniformly convergent to '
(A4) H.T n.x/;T n.y// < 'n.d.x;y// for all n 2N and x;y 2X .
In the following result we show that any set-valued Kirk’s asymptotic contraction
is a set-valued asymptotic contraction of final type.
Proposition 1. Suppose that T is a set-valued Kirk’s asymptotic contraction on
X . Then T is a set-valued asymptotic contraction of final type.
Proof. Similar to Proposition 3 in [11], we putEDfd.x;y/ W x;y 2Xg and define
a sequence . n/ of function from Œ0;1/ into itself by
 n.t/D

'n.t/C tn if t 2E;
0 if t …E;
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when the sequence .'n/ is defined in Definition 2 corresponding to T .
Now, we prove the following conditions :
(B1) limsupn n."/ " for all " 0,
(B2) For each " > 0, there exist ı > 0 and  2 N such that  .t/  " for all t 2
Œ0;"C ı,
(B3) H.T n.x/;T n.y// <  n.d.x;y// for all n 2N and x;y 2X with x ¤ y.
It is obvious that . n/ satisfies (B1) and (B3). Let us prove (B2). Fix " > 0. Since
'."/ < " and ' is continuous, we can choose ı > 0 such that ı < ." '."//
2
and '.t/ 
'."/ < ." '."//
2
for t 2 Œ" ı;"Cı. Also for t 2 .0;" ı, we have '.t/ < t < "  ı.
For such ı, we also choose  2N such that
."C ı/

<
ı
2
and supf j’ ˚ .t/  ’.t/j W t 2 Eg< ffi2 :
We fix t 2 .0;"Cı. In the case of t …E, we have  .t/D 0 < ". For the case t 2E
and t 2 .0;"  ı, we have
 .t/D '.t/C t

 '.t/C ı
2
C ı
2
 "  ıC 2ı
2
D ":
Also, in the case t 2E and t 2 Œ"  ı;"C ı, we have
 .t/ D '.t/C t

 '.t/C ı
2
C ı
2
 '."/C ." '."//
2
C 2ı
2
 '."/C 2." '."//
2
D ";
which completes our assertion. Now, we prove T fulfills the conditions (D1), (D2)
and (D3). Since
lim
ı!0C
supflimsup
n!1
H.T n.x/;T n.y// W d.x;y/ < ıg
 lim
ı!0C
supflimsup
n!1
 n.t/ W t < ıg
 lim
ı!0C
D 0;
hence we obtain (D1). Let " > 0, from (B2), there exist ı > 0 and  2 N such that
 .t/  " for all t 2 Œ0;"C ı. Then for each x;y 2 X with d.x;y/ < "C ı, from
(B3), we have
H.T .x/;T .y// <  .d.x;y// ";
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which implies (D2).
For (D3), let x 2X such that H.T i .x/;T j .x// < "C ı for all i;j 2N. So
e.T i .x/;T j .x// < "C ı
and e.T j .x/;T i .x// < "C ı . By the first inequality, we have
8´ 2 T i .x/; 9w 2 T j .x/ such that d.´;w/ < ıC ":
Therefore, by (D2), for all ´ 2 T i .x/, there exists  2N such that
H.T .´/;T .w// < ";
that deduces e.T .´/;T .w// < ", so for all ´ 2 T i .x/, e.T .´/;T .T j .x/// < ".
Then, e.T .T i .x//;T .T j .x/// < ". By the same argument, we have
e.T .T j .x//;T .T i .x/// < ":
Therefore,
H.T .T i .x//;T .T j .x/// < ";
which implies (D3). 
Example 1 and Theorem 9 of [12] and Proposition 3 of [11], show that set-valued
asymptotic contraction of the final type is strictly weaker than set-valued Kirk’s
asymptotic contraction.
Now, we give the main result as follows.
Theorem 2. Let .X;d/ be a complete metric space. Suppose that T is a set-
valued asymptotic contraction of final type. Assume that T is continuous and compact
valued. Then T has a unique fixed set A 2K.X/. Moreover, limnH.T n.B/;A/D 0
holds for every B 2K.X/.
Proof. We consider function F W K.X/! K.X/ defined by F.A/ D T .A/ D
[x2AT .x/ for all A 2 K.X/. Since T is continuous and compact valued, then F
is well defined. Also, the continuity of T implies the continuity of F . We will claim
that F also fulfills condition (D1), (D2) and (D3). Fix " > 0. From (D1) for T , there
exists ı > 0 such that
supflimsup
n!1
H.T n.x/;T n.y// W d.x;y/ < ıg< ":
So for each x;y 2 X such that d.x;y/ < ı, there exists m0 > 1 such that for n >
m0, H.T n.x/;T n.y// < ". Let A;B 2K.X/ such that H.A;B/ < ı, we show that
H.F n.A/;F n.B// < ". If H.A;B/ < ı, then e.A;B/ < ı and e.B;A/ < ı. So by
the first inequality,
8´ 2 A; 9w 2 B such that d.´;w/ < ı;
It follows that for n > m0, H.T n.´/;T n.w// < ". Thus, e.T n.´/;T n.w// < ".
Therefore, e.T n.´/;T n.B// < " for all ´ 2 A. We deduce that
e.T n.A/;T n.B// < ":
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From e.B;A/ < ı, by the same argument, we obtain e.T n.B/;T n.A// < ". Hence,
H.T n.A/;T n.B// < " and so,
supflimsup
n!1
H.T n.A/;T n.B// WH.A;B/ < ıg< ":
Let " > 0, from condition (D2), there exists ı > 0 such that for x;y 2 X with
d.x;y/ < "Cı, there exists  2N such thatH.T .x/;T .y// ". LetA;B 2K.X/
such thatH.A;B/< ıC", we show thatH.F .A/;F .B// < ". IfH.A;B/< ıC",
then e.A;B/ < ıC " and e.B;A/ < ıC ". So by the first inequality,
8´ 2 A; 9w 2 B such that d.´;w/ < ıC ":
Hence, there exists  2N such that
H.T .´/;T .w// < ":
Thus, e.T .´/;T .w// < ", it follows that, for all ´ 2 A, e.T .´/;T .B// < ", we
deduce that e.T .A/;T .B// < ". From e.B;A/ < ıC", by the same argument, we
obtain e.T .B/;T .A// < ". Hence, H.T .A/;T .B// < " and so
H.F .A/;F .B// < ";
which shows that F satisfies condition (D2).
Now, from condition (D3), there exists ı > 0 and  2N such that for x 2X with
H.T i .x/;T j .x//< "Cı implies H.T  ıT i .x/;T  ıT j .x// " for all i;j 2N:
Let A 2K.X/ such that H.F i .A/;F j .A// < "C ı, we will show that
H.F  ı .A/;F  ı .A// < ":
Since H.T i .A/;T j .A// < "C ı, then
e.T i .A/;T j .A// < "C ı
and
e.T i .A/;T j .A// < "C ı:
So by the first inequality,
8´ 2 T i .A/; 9w 2 T j .A/ such that d.´;w/ < ıC ":
Hence, from condition (D2), there exists  2N such that
H.T .´/;T .w// < ":
Thus, e.T .´/;T .w// < ". It follows that e.T .´/;T .T j .A/// < " for all ´ 2
T i .A/, which deduces that e.T .T i .A//;T .T j .A///< ". From e.T i .A/;T j .A//<
"C ı, by the same argument, we obtain
e.T .T j .A//;T .T i .A/// < ":
Hence, H.T .T i .A//;T .T j .A/// < " and so
H.F  ıF i .A//;F  ıF j .A/// < ";
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which completes our claim. Therefore, F is a single-valued asymptotic contraction
of final type. Hence, by Theorem 1, F has a unique fixed point A 2 K.X/, i.e.,
T .A/D F.A/D A. Moreover, limnH.F n.B/;A/D 0 holds for every B 2K.X/.

As a consequence of Proposition 1 and Theorem 2 we obtain the following result.
Corollary 1. Let .X;d/ be a complete metric space and T be a set-valued Kirk’s
asymptotic contraction on X . If T is continuous and compact valued, then T has a
compact fixed set.
Theorem 3. Let .X;d/ be a complete metric space and T satisfying in the condi-
tions of the above theorem. Suppose that T satisfies one of the following conditions:
(i) T has the approximate endpoint property.
(ii) T is a topological contraction.
Then T has the unique endpoint x0.
Proof. By Theorem 2, there is a compact fixed set A 2K.X/ such that T .A/DA.
Let T have the approximate endpoint property. Then
Cn D fx 2 A W H.x;T .x//D sup
y2Tx
d.x;y/g ¤¿;
for each n 2 N. It is clear that for each n 2 N, Cn  CnC1. Since the map x !
H.x;T .x// is continuous, we have that Cn is closed, so Cn is compact. Therefore,
\n2NCn D C ¤ ¿. Thus, for x 2 C , H.x;T .x// D supy2Tx d.x;y/ D 0, and so
T .x/D fxg. If T is a topological contraction then by definition, A is a singleton that
is there exists x0 2X such that T .x0/D fx0g DA: Since T has a unique fixed set A
in K.X/, then T has a unique endpoint.

By the above theorem and Proposition 1, we have the following result.
Corollary 2. Let .X;d/ be a complete metric space and T be a set-valued Kirk’s
asymptotic contraction. Assume that T is continuous and compact valued. Suppose
that T satisfies one of the following conditions:
(i) T has the approximate endpoint property.
(ii) T is a topological contraction.
Then T has the unique endpoint x0.
Remark 1. Since continuous set-valued map with compact valued and compact
domain is uniformly continuous, the above corollary extends Theorem 2.3 in [6].
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